Streamline services efficiency with Changepoint mobile

Mobile access for services organizations is essential for organizational efficiency. To ensure your consultants are capturing time and expense information when on the road, they need an easy-to-use application that is accessible anytime, anywhere, on any device.

The Changepoint Mobile application is an extension of our pure-play professional services automation (PSA) solution, built for iOS and Android smartphones and tablets. With Changepoint Mobile, your consultants can accurately and efficiently record time and expense information, online or offline, reducing revenue leakage and ensuring appropriate customer billing.

Using Changepoint PSA with Changepoint Mobile allows services organizations to realize greater financial accuracy through instant documentation, timely approvals, and invoicing—resulting in faster revenue recognition and improved data integrity.

With Changepoint Mobile, your organization benefits from:

✔ Higher end-user adoption:
  Rich and intuitive user experience with in-app walkthroughs to streamline ease of learning

✔ Reduced financial gap:
  Instant and accurate time and expense entry for faster revenue recognition

✔ Better organizational efficiency:
  Information recorded and submitted via Changepoint Mobile transfers directly into Changepoint PSA
Your services team appreciates:

- Project, non-project, and request-based time entry
- Expense attachments and report submission
- Time and expense approval
- Offline access, no connection needed
- Consistent experience across mobile devices and tablets
- Push Notifications keep you connected with messages in real-time
- Multi-language localization (English, French, German, Dutch, Spanish, Italian, Brazilian Portuguese)

Changepoint Mobile streamlines efficiency for services organizations. Managers can quickly communicate with consultants and more accurately gauge non-billable and billable expenses to date. Changepoint Mobile encourages consultants to report time and expenses as they happen, avoiding late or inaccurate expense reporting and the resulting cost allocation leakage. With offline access for consultants to manage expenses while on the road, services leaders can now get timelier and more accurate customer billing—resulting in improved cash flow.

Changepoint is a pure-play professional services automation (PSA) solution for global enterprise services organizations that powers the entire services engagement lifecycle. Changepoint PSA allows services leaders to better manage their organization by providing real-time visibility into financials, resources, and engagements through robust integrations with your existing enterprise CRM and ERP systems—resulting in increased productivity, operational visibility, and greater profitability.

About Changepoint: Changepoint provides Program and Portfolio Management, Enterprise Architecture, and Professional Services Automation solutions that transform business by giving executives, management, and teams new ways to collaborate, align investments, and drive digital transformation and business growth. Our global customers transform chaos into order with solutions that help teams prioritize initiatives and get the job done. Whether you’re managing a portfolio of projects, engagements, or applications, Changepoint helps you gain visibility, mitigate risk, and accelerate capacity and velocity in today’s changing business landscape.
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